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Club Mag.  September 2021 

Chairman’s Chat 

SEPTEMBER 5th. Have you got it in your diary? It is our long-awaited car show at 

Brookside Garden Centre which is located at the junction of the A523 and the new 

A555 just close to the Five Ways, Hazel Grove on the way to Poynton. Entrance is 

from the A523 and turn left after you enter, go over the new bridge turning right into 

the car park where you will see us and park. If you don't come in your classic, please 

park in the public car park adjacent. 

The event starts from 9.30am till about 3pm and bacon or sausage baguettes are avail-

able or a farmer's breakfast and of course the usual meal facilities, not forgetting the 

all-important toilets.  We will have the usual best in class awards and visitors will be 

given a complimentary pen and for those going on the run, a rally board to affix to 

your vehicle which celebrates 30 years of our club. A short run is planned afterwards 

which concludes at the Devonshire Arms in Mellor.  If you wish to have a meal there, 

you will need to order (Tel: 0161 427  2563.)  Margaret will be operating both raffle 
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and tombola stalls and will be most grateful for any donations, if you can get them to 

her before the show it would be much appreciated.                    

Members may be aware that the FBHVC have joined forces with the NSPCC and have 

presented a safeguarding policy in order to protect children and vulnerable adults from 

harm particularly at shows and events. This is a particularly 'hot potato' at presents and 

word for word is the response received from the FBHVC in this respect.  Safeguarding 

refers to the process of protecting children and vulnerable adults and providing them 

with safe, effective care and ensuring they come to no harm. Every organisation who 

comes into contact with children (and/or vulnerable adults) needs to have a safeguard-

ing and child protection policy statement, which details their commitment to protecting 

children from harm. With the assistance of the FBHVC's Charity Partner National So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) the H&H Classic Vehicle 

Club (H&H CVC) have produced the following Safeguarding Policy to protect such 

individuals. The H&H CVC are best to seek guidance in writing our policy via the 

NSPCC e-learning suite of materials which can be found at                                     

learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/our elearning -courses. 

I have looked at this long informative document and strongly suggest that all members 

do so, and digest. 

The classic vehicle show in Stockport was an extremely wet affair and no-one can be 

blamed for not attending but we had about 12 members attending, and the same num-

ber of motorcycles and motor scooters. I am not sure if it will happen again next year, 

mainly, I have to say, due to red-tape problems from the Council. 

In the last magazine Chris Howarth got CP to reprint an article concerning the intro-

duction of E1O fuel and the problems it causes in normal use and particularly in older 

vehicles. There is a similar article in the FBHVC magazine for this month which talks 

about the operation of classic vehicles on E1O petrol and also mentions Aftermarket 

Fuel additives which was talked about by several members at our last club night and I 

think I am right in saying that one or two are in the process of trying these. I look for-

ward to learning about the outcome. 

I have seen an item in one of the daily newspapers that classic cars are now about to be 

subjected to road tax, but so far have not been able to find out anything about it. If 

you do spot something please let one of the Committee know.  On a similar subject I 

have seen a recommendation that if you have less than six months left on your driving 

licence and indeed your passport, take action and get it renewed now. This is all down 

to you know what. And so, it leaves me to say that hopefully we will have a dry day on 

the 5th 
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Sunday the 5th, and I look forward to seeing you then. Don’t forget our runs, and the 

next club night on 15th September, where, it’ll be a talk from Peter Sykes, Retired 

Consultant.  I will be presenting my annual quiz next month. And finally, please keep 

collecting stamps.   
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Editorial  

As pictured on the cover;                                                            

Ian Booth’s  1931  Humber Snipe Tourer. Ian calls it/her ‘Hettie’. 

New Members 

Ian Freeman  comes with a 1966 MG Roadster 

Peter Bagnall, No relation to member Steve Bagnall,  Pete has an 1967 MG Midget. 

Peter Walvin owns a ‘71 E-type Jaguar 

Welcome to you all  folks, Hoping to see you all at our upcoming club Show 

No, we haven’t had our Show at Brookside Garden Centre before, so it’s rather a new 

adventure. Our cars will be on display to the public . There is a Refreshment Café 

there, which should be open from 10a.m.. Bacon & Sausages  and stuff.— For direc-

tions etc,. See Chairman’s Chat. 
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Stockport Classic Car Show              David & Ruth Howard 

Despite the awful weather, we enjoyed attending the Stockport Classic Motor Vehicle 

Show at Stockport Marketplace. We appreciate the work that goes into running this 

event  We met some interesting, and interested members of the public and we in turn 

admired the vehicles on display and enjoyed exploring the stalls in the Market Hall.                                                                    

The weather did improve a little in the afternoon when more members of the public ar-

rived; and we were pleased to meet the Mayor and his lady.                                                                     

Much to our surprise and delight the Mayor chose our vehicle (an Austin Seven Ruby 

from 1936) as the Best Motor Vehicle and presented us with the trophy! 
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 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This car was the 1920’s racing car Chitty Bang Bang, owned and driven by Count 

Louis Zborowski.  (Seen in the photograph) 

 

 

 

 

 

Chitty was the nickname for the paper chit which permitted soldiers to go on leave 

during the great war, (Usually to a place of ill-repute), and the Bangs were the 

sound of the engine,  “The crank lever used to swing the engine into life was so 

stiff it had to be levered using an axle rod”. Quote 

The film Car  was a product imagine by writer Ian Fleming of Bond fame  
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The story doesn’t end there, the Count kept on developing the car :-  

Chitty 1  was a chain-driven customised Mercedes chassis containing a 23 litre 6- 
cylinder Maybach aero-engine. It won two races at its debut at Brooklands in 
1921, coming second to another Zborowski car in a sprint race at the same event. 
Chitty 1 was fitted with four seats and a crude, oversized exhaust pipe, in order to 
mislead the handicappers and spectators. Its top speed on the day was 100.75 
miles per hour (162.14 km/h). 

For its next outing, Chitty 1 was refitted, as a two-seater with a cowled radiator 
and a properly plumbed exhaust. It attained nearly 120 mph (190 km/h) on one 
occasion, and had its race handicap consistently reappraised. It subsequently 
crashed, removing three fingers from a timing official. The car was rebuilt, and 
passed into the ownership of the sons of Arthur Conan Doyle, but was quickly re-
tired as a racing car, and was later bought for spare parts by John Morris, the 
Maybach engine being offered to Bill Boddy, editor of Motor Sport magazine. 

Chitty 2 had a shorter wheelbase, an 18.8 litre Benz Bz.IV aero-engine and the 
coachwork was carried out by Bligh Brothers of Canterbury. 

It was never as successful as its predecessor, but took part in several road races, 
including a Sahara Desert expedition in 1922. It later became the property of 
the Crawford Auto-Aviation Museum in Cleveland, Ohio. It is now part of the pri-
vate collection of Bob Bahre at his home in Paris Hill, Maine. 

Chitty 3 was based on a modified Mercedes chassis with a 160 hp (120 kW) Mer-
cedes single-overhead-camshaft six-cylinder aero engine, tuned to produce 
180 hp (130 kW). The car recorded a lap of Brooklands at 112.68 mph 
(181.34 km/h). Louis Zborowski later used it as his personal transport, and drove 
it to Stuttgart when he negotiated to join the Mercedes racing team. 

Chitty 4 (also known as the Higham Special) was Louis Zborowski's largest car. 
Using a 450 hp (340 kW) V12 Liberty aero engine of 27 litres capacity, with a 
gearbox and chain-drive from a pre-war Blitzen Benz, it was the largest capacity 
racing car ever to run at Brooklands. Still not fully developed by the time of 
Zborowski's death in November 1924, it was purchased from his estate by J.G. 
Parry-Thomas for the sum of £125, equal to £7,182 today. 

Parry-Thomas rechristened the car Babs and rebuilt it with four Zenith carburet-

tors and his own design of pistons. In April 1926, he used the car to win the Land 

speed record at 171.02 mph (273.6 km/h).  However, he was killed in the vehicle 

in a later attempt on 3 March 1927. Babs was buried at Pendine Sands in Wales, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maybach
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooklands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Conan_Doyle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Boddy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motor_Sport_(magazine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benz_Bz.IV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canterbury,_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sahara_Desert
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crawford_Auto-Aviation_Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleveland,_Ohio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_Hill,_Maine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stuttgart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberty_L-12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blitzen_Benz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J.G._Parry-Thomas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J.G._Parry-Thomas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babs_(Land_speed_record_car)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_speed_record
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_speed_record
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pendine_Sands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wales
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but was later recovered and restored and remained on display at the 

Pendine Museum of Speed during the summer, until its demolition in 

2019 and will return when the new Sands of Speed Museum is fin-

ished. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pendine_Museum_of_Speed
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Letters 

Pump Oil Cans                                                From David Swann 

After reading Barry Lester’s article in the July edition of the Mag., and his mention of 

Wesco Oil Cans, with his closing words “None better” I feel I must take issue with 

Barry on that statement. 

I do not wish to ‘fall out’ with Barry, or to start a war, but in my opinion, even though 

Wesco oilcans were made in their thousands, and fgound their way onto mny work 

benches, there were some better cans available, at a price (that is where Tesco scored, 

being so cheap to buy). 

Probably the ‘best’ pump oil can would be the Swedish ’Silvert Precision Oiler, made 

by a Company more famous for their Kerosene Blow lamps, which were the envy of 

plumbers the world over. These were very rare in the UK, even when new, due to 

their prohibitively high price,   However, there were two British Manufacturers whose 

equally good pump oilcans were more affordable. 

First, and earliest, were a range of various sizes made under the Company name of 

’Braime’,. These found favour in the early days with engineers in the various inde-

pendent railway companies,  such as LNER, LNWR, GWR, etc., but were also openly 

available, right up to the 1970’s. I did own one, but like most good things, in a large 

repair depot, it ‘disappeared’.    

Another one, (my personal favourite), was made by a Midlands Engineering Com-

pany, Bento and Stone Ltd., under the Trade Mark ‘Enots’. The name Enots was sim-

ply stone spelt backwards  -  (Get it?) 

Benton and Stone made a whole range of items devoted to lubrication, supplied the 

motor industry with items ranging from grease nipples to Centralised remote chassis 

lubrication systems used high quality cars of the 1920’s to the 50’s. In addition to 

other automotive products such as ‘Snap-action’ fuel filler  caps for sports ad Racing 

Cars. Many of ‘our’ classic cars had been fitted wsith ots products as original equip-

ment. 

My 1930’s Enots 1 pint capacity pump oil can remains leak free, and in regular use, 

standing proud on a corner of my bench in the garage. I suppose that the other reason 

for the success of the Wesco oil can, apart from the price, was its infinity to British 
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bikes of the early post-war era, in that it too was plagued by incontinence, which a 

change to a one piece moulded plastic body failed to rectify. As a footnote to my 

‘ramblings’, some time ago I discovered a modern Chinese replica of the original tin-

plate bodied Wesco oil can. lef t (deliberately?) in a car which I purchased. 

So accurately made is this copy can, that, ’Guess what?’ It leaks!  
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Anthony Boe          ‘Odds & Sods’       September 2021  

 

Bonjour tous le monde. I hope this finds you well-hydrated. pleasingly moisturised, 

free from infection and revelling in your newly-appointed freedoms.  Despite the 

changes, it remains a funny old time. Are we at the end? Is that a light at the end of 

the tunnel or just another approaching train? rm not sure anyone can say for sure, so 

as Winston Churchill was wont to say, we may as well keep 'buggering on'. 

Having had a look, it seems the classic car scene is slowly re-emerging in the north-

west, so that'll be a welcome return for those starved of the unique sights, sounds and 

joys to Ix: found in a field full of cars. And, indeed, as you read, you may be attend-

ing the H&H club show, which is officially back. I hope you're having fun! 

In an effort not to waste your time, I thought I'd treat you to a few pics of some conti-

nental motors I’ve spotted in my various French peregrinations. Then you can get on 

with the much more productive activity of catching up with your fellow H&Hers! 
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You can read more of Anthony's car-related writing at his blog:                               

sylvianscribblings.blogspot.co.uk 
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Brand power and the electric wizardry of illusion   -   Part 1      

By  David Bresnehan 

The increasing electrification of cars is having an odd but currently imperceptible im-

pact on the uniqueness of cars. Historically, it is not only the design of a car which 

sells, but what most enthusiasts would deem to be the heart and soul of a vehicle; the 

engine. In history, the engine of a car has been a centrepiece of the mechanicals, drive, 

and layout. However, over the past decade, the engine of a car has become a taboo sub-

ject. Where advertising used to focus on the soundtrack, agility, speed, and torque of 

the engine, this has slowly been substituted with more mundane and sometimes down-

right dull headline information such as the NCAP rating, efficiency, or in the case of 

the CT200h, the fact it makes no noise whatsoever . 

Electrification has brought a new element to the advertising problem. Modularity 

within cars brings less diversity. Let me exemplify with my own dull discussion. With 

televisions, there are a large number of brands that can be purchased in any number of 

stores within the UK. However, it remains the case that there are few manufacturers of 

LCD and LED type screens compared to the number of brands. This obviously implies 

that many brands are simply third-party purchasers, which use the screen as a basis for 

the television, and they use their own software for the electronic programming guide. 

This creates an illusion that there is a lot of choice in televisions (true to a limited ex-

tent).  The same is the case for car manufacturers already, and is not a new concept. 

Sprawling brands such as British Leyland were playing this game, somewhat ineffectu-

ally, ecades ago.                                                                                                      

Volkswagen have become masters of offering nearly the same product at different 

prices. Their large brand multiplicity stems from very few architectural platforms, 

which form the basis of most of their car range. The actual differences under the brand-

ing and aesthetic of the Skoda Octavia, SEAT Leon, and VW Golf are few and far be-

tween; save that the Audi luxury brand usually has the slightly newer generations of 

engine. Indeed, like the debate around GCSEs and A-Levels, the brands have become 

so ubiquitous, that they themselves have suffered brand inflation. SEAT has been split 

such that the Cupra brand, which adorned only the best performance SEATs, has be-

come an entity in its own right.  It now has its own entirely made-up logo, which is as 

cold, corporate, and cynical as it comes (rapid cars though, I wouldn't mind a SEAT 

Leon Cupra R estate!). There are seemingly infinite ways in which exactly the same 

2.0 T(F)SI unit is tuned by one of the child VW brands, presumably dictated by the 
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parent brand as to where that child brand should sit. 

 

                           More next month.       
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When Chris Day decided he shouldn't drive his Austin 
Allegro home because he'd had too much to drink, he little sus-
pected that his old banger of a car would become, quite literally, 
a banger. Chris left the Allegro - nicknamed the Austin Aggro 
because of reliability problems  - behind the Army Careers Of-
fice in Newcastle-upon- Tyne. Suspicious soldiers, always on the 
lookout for any IRA bomb-attacks, decided the car was a 
threat. They couldn't trace the car's registration, so local 
shops and homes were evacuated and when Chris walked to pick 
up his car the next morning it was gone. 
                                                                                                 
He reported it stolen, but in fact it had been blown up by the 
Army. 
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STEVE’S MGB                                       More from the Chairman. 

In 1972 I changed my (Hillman Hunter (Minx} for an MGB. The MGB was a 1963 

model and had done just over 90 000 miles and had a fresh MOT but it looked and 

drove OK so after a bit of the usual discussion the car was mine. The only thing I could 

find wrong with the MGB was a collapsed passenger seat back but I managed to buy a 

second-hand one which was coloured blue whereas the interior of mine was black but 

some upholstery paint soon put that right; I remember the paint had a distinct pear smell 

but it worked OK.                                                                          

The car did not have the original roof as it was coloured red, the same as the body of 

the MGB. It did not have the octagonal MG badge on the boot and there was no appar-

ent sign of a repair so I assumed the badge was a later addition. It also had Morris Mi-

nor type pull door handles fitted, well before the push button units fitted later and the 

driver's door lock was faulty but this was fairly easily rectified. One thing I was to learn 

later was that it had a three- bearing crankshaft, unlike the five bearing engines fitted to 

later cars. The first owner was a Red Arrow pilot but I am unable to recall the name. 

My MGB was very fast for its time and I recall being able to challenge larger engined 

cars with no problem, I remember overtaking a TR6 on one occasion with no difficulty 

which the driver did not like. We took the MGB on a camping holiday in France a few 

weeks later and it , ran without any problems, I remember seeing another one, LHD 

French registered at the time, which resulted in a lot of waving and light flashing. 

During the time I had the car I undertook a number of repairs including a broken front 

suspension coil spring, replacement door sills and some floor welding, wire wheel re-

pairs and a new oil pressure relief valve spring which was located between the exhaust 

down pipe and the block and was very hard to fix. A colleague who bought a 1962 

MGB which had a strange roll top roof whereas mine had the later two fastening fold 

back unit. 

The impeding birth of my daughter caused the MGB to change into a Hillman Avenger 

but this only lasted for a short time, as I then bought my TR2 as a second car which is 

another story. The car was later sold by the new owner to my ex-brother-in-law, and he 

had to replace the cylinder head, and found the reason for the huge power output was 

due to an extremely highly modified cylinder head.                                                       

What happened to the car after that I know not, but it started a long history of always 

having one or more convertible cars. 

                                     ___________________ 
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Just a thought                                                                  Keith Yates 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cars of the 1950's, 60's & 70's were generally plagued with rust/corrosion problems that would 

usually kill them off after about 10/15 years or engines would be on their last legs before 

100,000 miles came up on the clock. During the 1980'5 onwards I feel that manufacturers re-

sponded and made marked improvements to their cars. Things like zinc coatings, cavity rust 

proofing, engine performance/longevity, extended service schedules and overall passenger 

safety/comfort all stand out in that regard. If you examine a 'modern' 10/15 year old car it's now 

unusual to find one that's badly rusted, corroded or smoky. The issue here though; why don't we 

see a lot more than just a few older 'modern' cars on the roads and in daily use? I would argue 

that a modern car, with reasonable care, mechanical sympathy and a good maintenance regime 

will easily last 15/20 years.                                                                                                                      

So why doesn't that happen then? I believe it's because cars have become disposable/consumer 

items that can be obtained as easily as white goods and by way of 'tailored' credit deals that car 

manufacturers/dealers use to 'move the metal'. You can easily get (perhaps too easily!) a Per-

sonal Credit Plan to suit your budget so getting your hands on a 'new' car has never been so sim-

ple; you can even 'click and collect' it from the comfort of your sofa and without taking the trou-

ble to sit in it or test drive it beforehand! All of this means that a lot of people just don't cherish 

their cars; they are simply a means to get from A to B with the kids strapped in the back. Other 

people wash our cars for us, valet them and service them until the time comes when we get fed 

up with the current Blandmobile and swap it for the latest one - usually after 3 years when the 

PCP deal expires.  

Yes, these 'returned' cars are traded on through the used car market but, again, a good used car 

is readily available to most people and the 3yr ownership cycle seems to perpetuate. It would 

appear that a car is basically 'scrap' after about 10yrs because it's just too easy to trade up. Is this 

at all progress when cars are capable of lasting a lot longer than they do but are not really last-

ing any longer (probably shorter) than their predecessors did 40/50 years ago? I'm not sure if 

this is part of any 'Grand Plan' but I do recognize that the manufacture of cars throws out tons of 

carbon emissions and that includes the manufacture of electric cars too.                                                                
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Motoring Shorts….. 

Prince Charles had a brush with death, or at least he came close to being an acquaint-

ance, when he went for a spin in a Formula Two racing car at Thruxton circuit. The 

Prince was under the instruction of the late, great world champion Graham Hill -son 

Damon now carries on the racing family tradition in today's Formula One Champion-

ship -when it started to rain. As keen Grand Prix fans will know, a Formula One or 

Two car normally runs on slicks, the treadless tyres which grip exceedingly well in dry 

conditions but which allow the car to slide around like Nureyev if it rains. Graham Hill 

knew that he must try to stop the heir to the throne before he killed hiinse1f, so he leapt 

into the driver's seat of Prince Charles's own Aston Martin sports car and raced after 

him. '1 had no hope of catching him,' said Hill, 'and then I saw the car begin to spin. I 

thought, what have I done? This is the future King of England, I'm going to wind up in 

the Tower.' Fortunately, Charles didn't lose control of the 180mph car and Hill got to 

keep his head!                            

                                                  ________________ 

 In Britain in 1903 the speed limit was raised to a meteoric 2Omph and though this was 

welcomed by the motorists, of which there were an ever-increasing number, it was not 

welcomed by pedestrians, horse-riders, or those who lived by the side of roads and had 

to suffer the increasingly large clouds of dust kicked up by these new cars. The police 

were brought in. Stop and prosecute the speeders, they were told. They carried out their 

new role with the utmost energy, stopping motorists and booking them with monoto-

nous regularity. One of the speed-traps, if you can call it that, was between Brighton 

and London, Brighton then being a very fashionable resort regularly visited by the 

Royal Family among others. 

The motorists soon tired of the attentions of the local constabulary and so started to 

organise their own police-spotting squads. These were usually groups of hired cyclists 

who would go down the route first, looking for the hidden police officers, and then re-

port back to the drivers, who would then, given a clear run, speed down to Brighton, 

or, if there was a speed trap, presumably head further up the coast, perhaps to Worthing 

instead. All of this palaver does of course beg the question, why not go by bike in the 

first place? Well, back then the car was still exciting, cycling was pretty boring 

and the car ultimately got you where you wanted to go quicker than a pedal bike 

would -though it wasn't much quicker if the car driver stuck to the speed limits! 

Funny how things change; now, thanks to today's traffic congestion, it is often 

quicker to go by bike! 
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1972 MGB GT       In great condition £10.500. ONO.                               

                                         

 

 

 

                                                                                                            

 

 

Also Breaking 1977 MGB GT (Plastic Bumper Model)            

Buyer collects. All parts extracted.                                               

Peter Ludlaim  0161 487  1301  -  07885  075265 

1934 Standard 12 saloon, Cream.                        

 

                   

 

 

 

 

Also                                                                                              

1968 Morris 1000 Traveller,  in White,  needs tidying up.                                                                                          

Both cars are taxed and roadworthy. Want a nice Classic? 

Offers on both of these vehicles considered,            

                    Contact Eric Pass  07748  237800 
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Forthcoming Events                                                                
 

5th September  Club Annual Show at Brookside Garden Centre. 

15th September  -  CUB NIGHT  -  Peter Sykes Retired Consultant                                                    

talking of his experiences. 

Wed 22
nd

 September - Mid-Week Evening Run                                     

Wed 20th  October Club Night  -  Chairman’s Quiz 

Wed 27th October  Mid-Week Run (Probably Daytime)              

Remember, Keep watching the website. 

17th  November Barbers Shop Quartet. 

Please keep checking the Website in case of changes.                                

                            -  http://www.hhcvc.com 
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Club email address  - hhcvc@yahoo.co.uk 
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Printer: Frank Aspinall & Co. Ltd., Building 4, Unit 5, Tameside Business Park, Denton                                                                    

Manchester  M34  3QS 0161  480  2707   Mob 07977  211213  

Subscription Payments by Bank Transfer                                     

National Westminster Bank                                                            

Account N° 40512746   Sort Code  01-05-51                                    

Or contact Graham/Jean Knowles 0161 439  2106                             

Cheques should be made payable to                                           

H&H CVC Ltd. 

Advertising charges .                                                      

Commercial Full page -  £60.00 for 12 months                

½ page   -  £35   for 12 months                                 

Commercial ad for vehicles one month  £6               

Club member’s personal vehicles -  Free 

Hall of Fame Award Recipients:-    

2012  -  Chris Parr                                 

2014  -  Bob Plant                                         

2015  -  Ray Etchells                                

2016  -  Fred Dean                                    

2020  -  David Bowden 
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